JAVASCRIPT DEVOPS ENGINEER
LONDON OR EDINBURGH

Driven by data.
Navigated by humans.
Our mission is to harness project
data to help people make
the best decisions.

Different
works here

Be part of
changing
the industry

About Mudano
Mudano is developing the autonomous project.
We capture data on projects – such as daily tasks, meeting notes, team sentiment, resource
information and project progress – and use it to guide better decision-making. Using
machine learning we can predict the path of a project, helping teams to foresee issues,
improve productivity and deliver efficiently.

We call this Delivery ScienceTM

What Are We Building?
We are building an industry-disruptive
data-driven project management platform
that can advise, guide and alert delivery
personnel, project and portfolio managers,
and other stakeholders the same way as
our best consultants to deliver large ITchange projects on time and on budget. We
provide a unique solution that combines
the latest machine learning techniques

with delivery science principles in a holistic
user-centred framework.
Data is core to our business. By analysing
data from projects, our platform will
highlight future issues, predict the
probability of slippage and provide real
sentiment analysis on project delivery.
The system is a cloud based collaboration
tool, built using cutting edge open source
technologies.

What Are We Looking For?

What Would You Do?

Are you a technical leader who wants
to own robust, secure, highly scalable
systems, and spur innovation in the web
services world? Are you passionate about
developing shared frameworks and building
automation tools on AWS infrastructure? If
yes, then this is a fantastic opportunity to
secure a role with an organisation that is
renowned for offering fantastic training, use
the latest technologies, and work together
as part of a global development team.

A a Javascript DevOps Engineer, you will
be expected to drive efficiency of our
engineering processes through automation,
reusability and best practices. Primary
responsibilities include setup, build
and develop tools which will automate
daily operational activities. You will
develop and maintain shared frameworks
and libraries, and act as a developer
advocate promoting shared technology
and automation capabilities across our
engineering community. You will evolve
and support our infrastructure as we grow
and scale. And you will help to validate that
our infrastructure and shared technology
capabilities are robust and secure.
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Requirements and
Responsibilities:
// Working as part of a Scaled Agile team
using SAFe, Scrum, Kanban, XP
// Build automation, continuous 		
integration, delivery and deployment
// Architecture, configuration, 		
performance tuning and management
of AWS services
// Back-end JavaScript development and
testing

Required technical knowledge:
// AWS - Docker, ECS, ECR, 			
CloudFormation, RDS, Route53,		
VPC+Subnet, AWS Security practices
(security groups, IAM)
// JIRA, GitHub and CI tools
// Node.JS
// PostgreSQL (or other relational DBMS

// Resolution of infrastructure and 		
application-related production outages

Love what
you do

Benefits And Compensation
// Salary between £60k and 70k based on experience and skills
// 25 days annual leave (plus bank holidays)
// Comprehensive benefit package including private medical, wellbeing cover, discounted
gym membership, and life insurance
// Pension scheme with 3% employer contribution
// Entry into our company stock option scheme
// Individual training budget and career mentoring
// 1% club – small benefits that make a big difference (i.e. monthly audible/book allowance,
UBER for business)
// Edgy head-office in start-up incubator (including Thursday beer hours, networking, TED
style talks, and unlimited tea/coffee and fruit)
// State of the art IT equipment including touchscreen laptop and tablet
// Flexible working

